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	Supercharge your projects by designing and implementing web applications with FuelPHP


	About This Book

	
		Construct top-notch web applications with one of the best frameworks based on PHP
	
		Implement new functionalities using FuelPHP's convenient utilities and features such as the ORM, modules, packages, and the oil utility
	
		Step-by-step tutorial that provides real-world examples and insight into FuelPHP



	Who This Book Is For


	This book is for intermediary to seasoned web developers who want to learn how to use the FuelPHP framework and build complex projects using it. You should be familiar with PHP, HTML, CSS, and JavaScript, but no prior knowledge about MVC frameworks is required.


	What You Will Learn

	
		Use FuelPHP's ORM to your advantage to execute complex operations in the database using simple and object-oriented code
	
		Implement clean and maintainable HMVC web applications using controllers, views, models, and presenters
	
		Create modules and packages in order to implement reusable code bundles
	
		Implement tasks to execute repetitive actions or cron jobs
	
		Use the oil console to quickly test code and ideas
	
		Create a powerful API-driven application in order to allow users and external services to use your data
	
		Debug and profile your applications for further improvements
	
		Be introduced to the Novius OS Content Management System based on FuelPHP



	In Detail


	FuelPHP is an open source framework that uses some of the most advanced features of PHP to allow you to build projects as easily and quickly as possible. It is gaining popularity with developers as you can build powerful, complex, and yet efficient applications with very little code.


	This book will provide you with the skills you need to successfully create, improve, and publish functional and maintainable FuelPHP applications. We will go through a variety of topics such as MVC, ORM, scaffolding, packages, modules, and much more by building applications of increasing complexity. At the beginning of each chapter, we will specify the application we want to build, and then we will progressively implement it by learning new FuelPHP's features along the way. By the end of the book, you will be familiar with FuelPHP and will be able to implement new projects all by yourself.
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Regression Analysis with R: Design and develop statistical nodes to identify unique relationships within data at scalePackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Build effective regression models in R to extract valuable insights from real data

	
		Key Features

		
			Implement different regression analysis techniques to solve common problems in data science - from data exploration to dealing with missing values
	
			From Simple Linear Regression...
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Software Architecture in Practice, Second EditionAddison Wesley, 2003
This award-winning book, substantially updated to reflect the  latest developments in the field, introduces the concepts and best practices of  software architecture-how a software system is structured and how that system's  elements are meant to interact. Distinct from the details of implementation,  algorithm, and data...
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Network Query Language with CDROMJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
Learn about an exciting new technology that is revolutionizing network and Internet content delivery
As the first pure language of the content engineering era, Network Query Language (NQL) is the ultimate tool for rapid and simple development of intelligent agents, bots, spiders, middleware, and scalable business-to-business content aggregation...
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A New American Acupuncture: Acupuncture Osteopathy - The Myofascial Release of the Bodymind's Holding PatternsBlue Poppy, 1993

	This book represents the fruit of many years of research into the use of acupuncture as a tool for releasing holding patterns in the bodymind as a way to restore functional/structural balance and to relieve chronic pain. Dr. Seem shares his clinical experience of how and why this style of acupuncture works and presents specific protocols for...
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Dictionary of Internetworking Terms and AcronymsCisco Press, 2001
Comprehensive reference resource for terms found everyday in the work of students, Cisco systems professionals, and others who use Cisco systems on a regular basis. Includes thorough coverage of recent technologies and updated definitions and acronyms for key
	Your portable reference of internetworking terms and definitions 
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Springer-Handbuch der Mathematik IV: Begründet von I.N. Bronstein und K.A. Semendjaew   Weitergeführt von G. Grosche, V. Ziegler und D. Ziegler   Herausgegeben von E. Zeidler (German Edition)Springer, 2012

	Als mehrbändiges Nachschlagewerk ist das Springer-Handbuch der Mathematik in erster Linie für wissenschaftliche Bibliotheken, akademische Institutionen und Firmen sowie interessierte Individualkunden in Forschung und Lehre gedacht. Es ergänzt das einbändige themenumfassende Springer-Taschenbuch der Mathematik...
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